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ABSTRACT
a

Film cooling is an effective method to keep the gas turbine
blades from high temperature gases and thermal stresses.
Square pulsating film cooling on different sections of a
modified NASA C3X blade is numerically investigated.
Temperature distribution and film cooling performance are
investigated for various blowing ratios of 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5, 2
and 2.5 in pulse frequency of 50Hz. Reynolds-Averaged
Navier-Stokes equations for steady and pulsating injection
considered. The shear stress transport (𝑆𝑆𝑇 𝑘 − 𝜔 ) model
applied for turbulence effects. Simulations are performed
using finite volume method. Obtained results show different
findings of pulsating film cooling on the various blade
surfaces. For large blowing ratios, averaged pulsed film
covering effectiveness at leading edge and pressure side of
blade is reduced compared to small and middle values of
blowing ratios. This trend is reversed in the suction side.
Reynolds number of mainstream has the maximum effect on
film effectiveness distribution on pressure section. The
averaged centerline pulsed film coolant performance on the
pressure surface and leading edge at blowing ratio of 0.5 and
for suction side at blowing ratio 2.5 was maximum.

Keywords: Numerical Simulation; Blade; Film Cooling; Square Pulsation; Effectiveness.

1. Introduction
At the specified inlet temperature, the
compressor and turbine are characterized by
known efficiency and pressure ratio [1]. Higher
turbine entrance temperature is now required to
obtain more cycle efficiencies in new gas
turbines. The inlet temperature enhancement
can reason for failure of turbine blades.
Desirable lifetime of turbine vanes can be
attained with an effective surface cooling
method such as film cooling [2]. Various
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cooling systems are applied to maintain
turbine blades from mainstream hot air. These
systems can be classified as surface film
covering and internal cooling [3]. Film
cooling is one of the best and the most
advanced cooling ways broadly applied in
today's gas turbine to cool components
subjected to high temperatures such as vanes
and blades [2]. For steady state conditions,
film cooling efficiency has been studied for
different flow parameters. Mousavi and
Rahnama numerically presented optimal
shape on a flat wall with film cooling and
impingement systems. Results showed that
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for optimum design, 44% less cooling air
consumption obtained with usage both
optimized cooling methods [3]. Park et al. [4]
considered the influence of shape parameters
on film coolant covering performance.
Results
showed
that
film
cooling
effectiveness enhanced with increasing the
forward and side developed angle and the
measurement length was less. With
incrementing the density ratio, the film
cooling effectiveness improved but the
influence of blowing ratio was not stable.
Abdelmohimen and Mohiuddin [5] added
secondary holes to injection holes with
compound angle to reinforce turbine
operation by increasing film cooling
effectiveness. Study for different blowing
ratios carried out. The obtained results
showed that added holes help maintain the
base injection jet to downstream the test plate
and leading to higher film covering
particularly for large blowing ratios. Chen et
al. [6] numerically investigated the influence
of internal channel flow on the film cooling
effectiveness. With changing the blowing
ratios and lateral flow velocity, adiabatic film
cooling effectiveness changed. Internal
crossflow had a significant impact on the film
cooling effectiveness. Increased coolant
cover obtained at internal crossflow
situations. For this case, vortexes inside the
hole had not the samee direction with counter
rotating vortex pairs at the downstream.
Qingzong et al. [7] studied the film cooling
efficiency at the downstream injection holes
with considering the endwall step. 𝑆𝑆𝑇 𝑘 − 𝜔
model was applied to perform the calculations
of turbulence effects. By raising the blowing
ratio from 0.6 to 1.2, the adiabatic film
cooling effectiveness reduced at upstream and
downstream of the coolant injection holes
because of lift-off promotion. The findings
showed that the coolant covering effect
severely depends on the axial location of the
injection hole. Locating the injection holes at
downstream of leading edge showed a slight
effect on the film cooling and consequently,
relatively uniform cooling covering on the
surface. Mousavi et al. [8] applied several
methods for maximization the film cooling of
turbine blade. A novel optimal procedure was
presented for cooling the blade surfaces that it

improved the overall turbine efficiency and
output power by 17% and 4.68%,
respectively.
Zhang et al. [9] measured the influences of
height and placing of the vortices producer on
flow structure and heat transfer specifications
of the film cooling on the flat surface. They
found out that as the height of the vortex
generator increments the film cooling
effectiveness that first it had an increasing
trend and then a decreasing one. In addition,
the optimum increase in film cooling
performance improved with increasing
blowing ratio from 0.5 to 1.5. That is
infeasible to ignore the oscillation generated
by variable alternative interaction between
stator and rotor or by pulsating mainflow.
Square wave oscillation flow is used in
studies because pressure oscillations in the
mainstream can result from film cooling in
complete opening or closer condition.
Liu and Luo [10] studied pulsating film
covering on fluid pattern and heat transfer
specifications of a turbine. They used the 3D
unsteady Averaged Reynolds Navier-Stokes
equations. To consider Turbulent effects, the
SST k − ω model used. Thermal and
aerodynamic characteristics and film
coverage of the blade wall are studied
numerically. The effect of coolant air causes
that at a moment, temperature distribution on
the blade surfaces is non-uniform. The gas
temperature near the pressure surface is
higher than gas temperature near the suction
section. Hosseini Baghdad Abadi et al. [11]
investigated the film cooling coverage with
sinusoidal wave pulsating injection on the flat
plate at various frequencies. The obtained
results showed that with increasing
frequency, the flow-off and flow-on
interruption decreased and consequently, the
instantaneous effectiveness variations was
slower than that for the low frequencies.
Womack et al. [12] studied film cooling
injection holes with pulsation exposed to
oscillating wakes. At low frequencies, wake
timing had a considerable influence on the
instantaneous film cooling effectiveness,
however generally wake had very slight effect
on the averaged film cooling performance.
Borup et al. [13] determined the effects of
unsteady oscillating mainstream eventuating
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from the interaction between blades and
vanes of turbine on the film cooling
effectiveness. The pulsating unsteadiness was
specified by alternative cycles of slow
mainstream that allowed the cooling air to
diffuse into the mainstream along the
centerline.
Due to difference in performance of film
cooling in blade and flat plate, as well as need
to examine the effect of pulsation on it, in this
research the influence of oscillating cooled
gas flow on film cooling effectiveness of
different surfaces of modified NASA C3X
blade are studied and discussed.
2. Geometry, governing
computational model

equations
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Figure 2 shows 3D computational region,
dimensions and boundary conditions.

and

Geometry of problem involves NASA C3X
blade which includes three rows of injection
holes, one row at leading edge and the other
two rows on suction and pressure sides of the
blade as demonstrated in Fig. 1 The injection
holes diameter is 2mm. The ratio of hole
length (depth) to diameter for leading edge,
suction and pressure surfaces were 5.5, 6.5
and 6.1, respectively. Injection angle is 90°
for leading edge and 25° for pressure and
suction surfaces. Three plenums are
considered for cooling air at each section as
shown in Fig.1.

Fig. 2. Geometry, computational region, and
blade boundary conditions

Mesh quality is an important factor for
calculating fluid flow. Therefore, it has been
attempted to create the appropriate mesh in
the mentioned domain [14]. Structural
hexahedron cells are used to mesh the
geometry.

Fig. 1. Blade Geometry and plenums of cooling air injection
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Figure 3 shows the mesh geometry of the
turbine blade surface and the regions near the
injection holes.

To check grid independency, three
different grids with 2502500, 4345700 and
6654900 computational cells was considered.
Centerline adiabatic temperature at steady
state for three grids is shown in Fig. 4. As can
be seen, the differences for the two last grids
are less than 2% at all distances, and as a
result the mesh with 4345700 cells was used
for further analysis.
The mass, momentum, energy governing
equations are given as follows:
𝜕
(1)
(𝜌𝑢𝑖 ) = 0
𝜕𝑥𝑖
𝜕(𝜌𝑢𝑖 )
𝜕
(2)
𝜕𝑡

+

𝜕𝑥𝑖

(𝜌𝑢𝑖 𝑢𝑗 )

= 𝜌𝑔
⃗⃗⃗𝑗 −
(a)

𝜕𝑃
𝜕𝑥𝑗

𝜕
̅̅̅̅̅
(𝜏 − 𝜌𝑢
́𝑖 𝑢𝑗́ )
𝜕𝑥𝑖 𝑖𝑗
+ 𝐹𝑗
𝜕
𝜕
𝜕𝑇
(𝜌𝑐𝑝 𝑢𝑖 𝑇) =
(𝑘
𝜕𝑥𝑖
𝜕𝑥𝑖
𝜕𝑥𝑖
̅̅̅̅̅
− 𝜌𝑐𝑝 𝑢𝑖́𝑇́ ) + 𝜇𝜙
+

(3)

+ 𝑆ℎ

where 𝜏𝑖𝑗 is the symmetric stress tensor
described as:
𝜕𝑢𝑖 𝜕𝑢𝑗 2
𝜕𝑢𝑘
(4)
𝜏𝑖𝑗 = 𝜇(
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+

𝜇𝜙 is the viscous dissipation and 𝑘 is the
thermal conductivity.
Film cooling effectiveness, ɳ, is expressed as:
𝑇∞ − 𝑇𝑎𝑤
(5)
ɳ=
𝑇∞ − 𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑖𝑟

(b)
Fig. 3. Computational mesh of (a) blade wall
and (b) regions around the injection holes
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Fig. 4. Surface temperature contours on suction side and pressure surface
for three different grids
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where, 𝑇∞ is mainstream air temperature, 𝑇𝑎𝑤
is adiabatic wall temperature which is
obtained from simulation or measurement,
and 𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑖𝑟 is injection coolant air
temperature.
Square pulsed wave is defined as:
𝑢
𝑎
(6)
𝑢𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑖𝑟 = {0 𝑡 𝑡<𝑡
𝑝 = 𝑡𝑏
< 𝑡<𝑡
𝑎

𝑏

Because the flow is oscillating and
therefore unsteady, that is essential to check
time period independent for numerical
results. For a square pulsation, the cycles are
continued until the analysis results remain the
same for successive cycles. Differences of
distribution of blade surface effectiveness for
8th and 9th cycles were less than 0.005%; and
for 9th and 10th cycles, difference was zero.
For mainstream, flow velocity was
considered 20m/s and coolant air flow varied
by blowing ratios of 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, 2, and
(𝜌𝑢)
2.5
(𝑀 = (𝜌𝑢) 𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑖𝑟 ).
Mainstream
𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚

temperature was 350.15 K and coolant
temperature was 300.15 K. Density ratio was
1.166. Turbulence intensity considered 5%
for both mainstream and cooling air.
The 𝑆𝑆𝑇 𝑘 − 𝜔 model has been
extensively applied to successfully predict the
flow structure and thermal properties of film
cooling; the numerical investigations of
Mousavi and Rahnama [8], Hosseini Baghdad
Abadi et al. [11,15, 26-29], Montomoli et al.
[16], Lin and Shih [17], He et al. [18], Ke and
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Wang [19], Wang et al. [20]. The model
incorporates the 𝑘 − 𝜔 turbulent model and
𝑘 − 𝜀 model so that the 𝑘 − 𝜔 is applied in
the inner area of the boundary layer and
substitutes to the 𝑘 − 𝜀 in the free shear flow.
Menter fully explained and provided details
of the 𝑆𝑆𝑇 𝑘 − 𝜔 model [21]. Boundary
conditions of square pulsed velocity profile
define with UDF coding at fluent software.
Models and parameters values used in
numerical solution are presented at Table 1.
3. Results and Analyses
Model validation determines the degree to
which an accurate and valid demonstration
model of the actual system [22].
Figure 5 demonstrates wall temperature and
pressure around the blade in comparison with
Hylton et al. experiment data and numerical
results of Zhaoqing and Wang [24] for nonpulsating injection. The most difference
between present average pressure around the
blade surface with experimental data is 13.8%
and with referenced numerical results is
8.4%. Also, most difference in wall
temperature at present numerical solution
with experiment and other numerical work is
3.7% and 3.2%, respectively. The little
differences in the results back to test
equipment and the simulation geometry [25].

Table 1 Models and numerical solution parameters
Parameters

Models and parameters

Dimension

3D

Solver

Pressure Based

Formulation

Implicit

Pressure-Velocity Coupling algorithm

Simple C

Turbulent model

𝑆𝑆𝑇 𝑘 − 𝜔

Pressure discretization

Standard, Second Order

Momentum, turbulence and energy discretization

Second Order Upwind

Time

Unsteady

Number of time step for a Period

20 Time Step

Blowing Ratio

0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5

Frequency

50 Hz
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Numerical data of Zhaoking
et al.
Experimental data of Hylton
et al.

1
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0.6
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Numerical data of Zhaoking et al.
Experimental data of Hylton et al.
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Fig. 5. Calculated pressure and temperature distribution on blade surfaces in comparison with references
0

0.2

3.1. Steady state flow
In Fig. 6, contours of blade temperature
distribution are shown for steady state at
various blowing ratios. The axises in the
figure are in meters. As can be seen, with
increasing the blowing ratio from 0.5 to 2.5,
due to separation of film cooling on different
blade surfaces, blade surface temperature
increases at leading edge, pressure and
suction surfaces, and in turn, by increasing the
blowing ratio the mainstream temperature is
reduced due to more penetration of coolant
flow into it. Covering coolant film on
pressure side is higher than leading edge and
the suction side. At leading edge, near the
stagnation point, freestream velocity is

approximately zero and hence, film cooling
formation at this section is difficult [24].
For blowing ratio of 0.5, surface
temperature at downstream of injection hole
for leading edge and pressure side is less than
that for other blowing ratios, and as a result,
averaged film cooling effectiveness is larger.
For suction side at blowing ratio of 1.5,
coolant air covers a wider region of
downstream of injection hole than other
blowing ratios, and hence, averaged
effectiveness for this region is larger. For high
blowing ratios, averaged film cooling
effectiveness at various blade surfaces is
reduced compared to low and medium
blowing ratios.
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Fig. 6 . Distribution of surface temperature of blade at various blowing ratios

Figure 7 shows velocity contour and
streamlines of mainstream and cooling air on
blade surface for two blowing ratios of 0.5
and 2. For blowing ratio of 0.5, in comparison
with blowing ratio of 2, streamlines of
injection air is adhered to leading edge and
pressure surfaces, and therefore, film cooling
effectiveness is larger. For suction side, a
secondary flow is formed at the downstream
of injection hole that its base core at blowing
ratio of 2 is closer to the injection hole in
comparison with blowing ratio of 0.5, causing
greater mixing of mainstream and cooling air.
For this reason, film cooling effectiveness for
suction surface at blowing ratio of 2 is also
less than that with blowing ratio of 0.5.
3.2. Square pulsed flow

For square wave flow, temperature contours
of blade surfaces at various times of a period
for a complete cycle at blowing ratio of 0.5 is
shown in Fig. 8. As can be seen, temperature
distribution is changed at various time steps at
downstream of the injection hole of leading
edge, suction and pressure surfaces. Because
of curvature the pressure side geometry,
cooling air is lifted-off at downstream of
injection hole and pushed to more down
distances of surface by mainstream. Concave
shape of pressure side reinforces this effect.
Figure 8 also shows that although the
injection flow is on at the beginning of the
cycle (t = 0) but still does not have sufficient
time to form a cooling film on the surface and
therefore the wall temperature of blade
surfaces is high.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 7. Mainstream and cooling air streamlines around the blade surface at blowing ratios of (a) 0.5 (b) 2

Following that, the surface is cooled and with
formation of the film cooling, wall
temperature of downstream of the injection
holes at first half cycle in which the injection

flow is on, reaches to its lowest value. By
flow-off at second half of a cycle, surface
temperature begins to increase and this
process is repeated in subsequent cycles.

t=0

t=T/4
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t=2T/4

t=3T/4

t=T
Fig. 8. Temperature distribution of different blade surfaces and its regions around at various time steps of a
period with sinusoidal pulsed flow at frequency of 50 Hz and M=0.5
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Figure
9
displays
effectiveness
distribution on blade surface at blowing ratio
of 0.5. Effectiveness distribution variations
are related to changes of mass flow rate of
cooling air at a cycle. Change of coolant mass
flow rate at a cycle causes change of size of
counter-rotating vortex pair, resulting in a
change at surface temperature distribution at
any time step. As shown in Fig. 9, at first half
of cycle that flow is on and coolant injects on
the surface, size of counter-rotating vortex
pair increases, and as result, more cooling air

t=0

t=2T/4

is entered to mainstream. In the followings
with flow-off the coolant mass flow rate at
second half of the cycle, vortex pair also
decreases to its smallest size and strength. It
should be noted that due to sudden changes in
coolant mass flow rate for square pulsed wave
(on-off flow at a cycle), size and strength of
counter-rotating vortex pairs is rapidly
changed and hence affects the wall
temperature distribution and, therefore,
distribution of film cooling effectiveness at
leading edge, suction and pressure surfaces.

t=T/4

t=3T/4
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t=T
Fig. 9. Contour of blade film cooling effectiveness for various time steps of a cycle of sinusoidal pulsation at
frequency of 50 Hz and M=0.5

For square wave flow, contours the surface
temperature of blade at various steps in a
period time at blowing ratio of 1 is shown in
Fig. 10. By increasing the blowing ratio to 1,
more cooling air flows into the mainstream,
and therefore wider region of mainstream is
affected to coolant air compared to blowing
ratio of 0.5. By increasing blowing ratio and
separation of coolant from the surface after
the injection hole of pressure side, coolant air
reattach to the surface again at more
downstream of the hole and cools the surface.
As it is clear from Fig. 10, for sections of

leading edge and suction side, separation of
cooling air at downstream regions of injection
hole is not reattached to the surface and
injection air is entered into the mainstream
and mixed with it.
By flow-off at the second half of cycle, the
coolant air film at leading edge rapidly
dissipates and the surface temperature of this
section rises rapidly. But for suction and
pressure surfaces, even at the end of a cycle,
cooling air effect exist on the surface and of
course mainstream.

t=0
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t=T/4

t=2T/4

t=3T/4
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t=T
Fig. 10. Temperature distribution of different blade surfaces and its regions around at various time steps of a
period with sinusoidal pulsed flow at frequency of 50 Hz and M=1

Figure 11 shows effectiveness distribution on
blade surface at blowing ratio of 1. At this
blowing ratio, effectiveness of various
sections of blade at a cycle is changing.
Effectiveness at downstream of injection hole

t=0

is reduced due to separation of film cooling
and the mixing of injection air with the
mainstream in comparison with blowing ratio
of 0.5.

t=T/4
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t=2T/4

t=3T/4

t=T
Fig. 11. Contours of blade film cooling effectiveness for various time steps of a cycle of sinusoidal
pulsation at frequency of 50 Hz and M=1

For square wave flow, surface temperature
contours of blade at various steps for a
complete period time at blowing ratio of 2.5
is shown in Fig. 12. As it is evident from Fig.
12, at this blowing ratio, cooling air
completely mixed with the mainstream and
does not cover the surface at the leading edge,
suction and pressure sides, also coolant air
mixing with the mainstream causes decrease
in mainstream temperature, and consequently

reduces thermal efficiency of the turbine. Of
course at this blowing ratio, downstream of
suction and pressure surfaces of blade against
the leading edge, possess a higher cooled air
covering surface relative to lower blowing
ratios. The reason for this phenomenon at
suction and pressure surfaces is that the main
flow velocity is greater than leading edge and
local blowing ratio on suction and pressure
side is less than leading edge. At low blowing

Seyyed Mehdi Hosseini Baghdad Abadi et al. / Energy Equip. Sys. / Vol. 8/No. 4/Dec. 2020

ratios, cooling air attaches to wall at suction
and pressure surfaces, and with increasing the
blowing ratio, more cooling air adhere to the
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blade surface, and as a result, cooled film
covering and its effectiveness improves.

t=0

t=T/4

t=2T/4
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t=3T/4

t=T
Fig. 12. Temperature distribution of different blade surfaces and its regions around at various time steps of
a cycle with sinusoidal pulsed flow at frequency of 50 Hz and M=2.5

Figure 13 shows effectiveness distribution
on blade surface at blowing ratio of 2.5. As is
clear from, effectiveness distribution on
leading edge is lower than other surfaces.
Effectiveness values on pressure side and
initial distances of downstream of suction
side at blowing ratio of 2.5 are higher than
other blowing ratios. For distances away
downstream of suction side at blowing ratio
of 2.5, film covering and its efficiency is
lower than other blowing ratios. For large
blowing ratios, due to better coverage of
cooling air, effectiveness at initial distances
of downstream of injection hole increases, but
at distances away downstream, due to change
at surface curvature, the possibility of

separating the coolant from surface increases
and therefore at farther downstream of
injection hole at suction side, distribution of
effectiveness is lower at blowing ratio of 2.5
compared with low blowing ratios.
Figure
14
compares
temperature
distribution and centerline effectiveness for a
complete cycle of square wave cooling flow
at different blowing ratios at downstream of
blade leading edge. Averaged centerline film
cooling effectiveness at downstream surface
of injection hole for leading edge at blowing
ratio of 0.5 has maximum value and at
blowing ratio of 2.5 is the lowest. Averaged
difference of effectiveness at these two
blowing ratios is 47.7%.
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t=0

t=T/4

t=2T/4

t=3T/4

t=T
Fig. 13. Contours of blade film cooling effectiveness at various time steps of a period of sinusoidal
pulsation at frequency of 50 Hz and M=2.5
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Fig. 14. Distribution of temperature and film cooling effectiveness at leading edge of the blade at
various blowing ratios for sinusoidal pulsed flow at frequency of 50 Hz.

Temperature (k)

Figure 15 shows comparison of
temperature distribution and centerline
effectiveness for square pulsed flow at
different blowing ratios at downstream of the
pressure side of blade. As it can be seen,
surface adiabatic temperature increases with
increasing the blowing ratio and subsequently
decreases film cooling effectiveness.
In this case, maximum averaged centerline
effectiveness value obtained at blowing ratio
of 0.5 and its lowest value is at blowing ratio
of 1.5. Difference between the lowest and
largest averaged effectiveness values on
pressure side is 106.4%.

Figure 16 shows comparison of
temperature distribution and centerline
effectiveness for a cycle of cooling square
pulse at various blowing ratios at downstream
of blade suction surface. For suction side,
surface temperature and, consequently, film
cooling effectiveness distribution of square
pulsation is less than pressure side at different
blowing ratios. The averaged centerline film
cooling effectiveness at blowing ratio of 2.5
is the largest value and at blowing ratio of 0.5
has the lowest value with a maximum
difference of 9.06%.
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Fig. 15. Temperature and film cooling effectiveness distribution at downstream on the pressure side at
different blowing ratios for sinusoidal pulsed flow at frequency of 50 Hz.
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Fig. 16. Temperature and film cooling effectiveness distribution on downstream of the suction surface at
different blowing ratios for sinusoidal pulsed flow at frequency of 50 Hz.

In this section, effect of mainstream
Reynolds number on centerline film cooling
effectiveness for square pulsed flow is
investigated. Three Reynolds numbers of
37326, 74652 and 111978 were studied.
Figure 17 shows effectiveness distribution on
leading edge, pressure side and suction
surface of blade for different Reynolds
numbers at blowing ratio of 1. As it is seen,
for pressure side, change of mainstream
Reynolds number has the greatest effect on
effectiveness distribution. At leading edge
and suction side, averaged centerline
0.6

effectiveness at Reynolds number of 74652
has its maximum value, but at pressure side at
Reynolds number of 111978, the highest
averaged centerline effectiveness value was
obtained.
As the frequency of the square wave
pulsating flow increases, the flow on-off time
at a cycle decreases. The lift-off of the local
jet increases under pulsation. Generally,
increasing the frequency reinforces the
overall film cooling effectiveness because
with enhancing the frequency, pulsed flow
approaches to the steady state flow.
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Fig. 17. Influence of Reynolds number on the film cooling effectiveness on leading edge, suction and
pressure surfaces
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4. Conclusions
In this research, effect of pulsed cooling air
injection with square wave on film cooling
performance of different surfaces of a turbine
blade was numerically investigated. Finite
volume method was used to solve flow
governing equations and SST k-ω model was
used to consider the effects of turbulence.
The obtained results showed that for steady
state flow at blowing ratio of 0.5, surface
temperature of downstream of injection hole
at leading edge and pressure side was lower
than other blowing ratios, resulting in
averaged film cooling effectiveness at
blowing ratio of 0.5 is more than other
blowing ratios. For suction surface, average
values of film efficiency at blowing ratio of
1.5 is maximum. For large blowing ratios,
averaged pulsed film cooling effectiveness at
leading edge and pressure surface is reduced
compared to low and medium blowing ratios.
This trend is reversed in the suction side.
Changing coolant air mass flow rate at a
square wave cycle causes change the size and
strength of counter-rotating vortex pair,
resulting in change the surface temperature
distribution and, consequently, in contours of
film cooling effectiveness at any time steps.
Centerline averaged pulsating film cooling
effectiveness distribution at downstream of
injection hole on leading edge and pressure
side of at blowing ratio of 0.5 and for suction
side at blowing ratio of 2.5 had maximum
values. Change of mainstream Reynolds
number at pressure side had the greatest effect
on the film cooling effectiveness but at
suction surface and leading edge sections,
effectiveness had slightly changing with
Reynolds number.
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